
IO2 Topic: How to promote critical thinking and philosophy as a tool for social inclusion and participation in society

Organisation: Innovation Frontiers

Lesson Plan

Title How to promote critical thinking and philosophy as a tool for social inclusion and participation in society
Link to IO1 Report outcomes in relation to what community workers want to learn, and how they want to learn it (element of

interaction). Critical thinking is a skill regarded as important by the participants.
Outcomes ● better understanding of the term “critical thinking”

● breaking the term into the 4 steps approach
● being able to apply critical thinking into a social context
● being able to dissect a fake news article and understand the main tactics used

Learning Practical ideas for activities & methodology to analyze articles potentially dangerous to the community
Topics Social inclusion, critical thinking, problem solving.
Skills Covered How to organize, analyze and assess information. How to act with empathy.
Length 1hr 30 mins,depending on the presenter and the time allocated for each activity.

Optimal: 30 minutes theory explanation, 30 minutes theory discussion and answering questions, 15 minutes per each
activity.

Preparation All participants should have access to a personal computer/laptop and internet connection.
The presenter can find some fake news articles in advance, prepare a fun quiz (i.e. in Mentimeter) and some questions
for the participants.

https://www.mentimeter.com/app


Activities

Time
(Approx.)

Specific
learning
objective

Activity/Task Assessment of
learning

Resources

20 mins (5
and 15)

Team-building Icebreaker/energizer
● Physical warm up (“statues” game). The presenter states a specific

situation (i.e., “waking up” or “answering emails”) and the participants
have to make a statue, using their own bodies, expressing the way
they feel about the described situation or mimicking the act.

● “What am I?” (team building game). The presenter asks the
participants to get in pairs and then reads a pair of words (see below)
to each pair out loud. Each person has to guess if their pair is more
like the first or the second word, and why. Then the second person
confirms or denies the statement and explains why.
Examples of pairs of words: feather-hammer, mountain-sea,
nail-hammer, leaf-tree branch, fox-wolf, boat-house, pillow-stove etc.

-Final
evaluation. It
can be prepared
via Google
Forms in the
participants’
national
language. For
face-to-face
seminars, it can
be done by
writing on
post-its and
voting the
strongest points.

None

10 mins Critical
Thinking term
and
interpretations

Introduction/Theory/background/presentation
◦ What comes to your mind when thinking of this term? Critical +

thinking = ?
◦ Critical Thinking encompasses a set of abilities that adults use to

examine their own thinking and that of others. This involves making
judgments based on reasoning, considering options, analyzing
options using specific criteria and drawing conclusions.

◦ When you have a problem, what are the 4 steps you take?
1. Analyzing and critiquing
Meaning the ability to:

-Discussion
-A quiz or
questionnaire
can be prepared
(i.e. in
Mentimeter,
Kahoot!, Google
Forms etc) to
assess the
participants’
understanding.

-Face-to-fa
ce:
powerpoint
presentatio
n,
projector.
The
participants
can share
their
thoughts



Analyze and make judgments about a work, a position, a process, a
performance, or another product or act.
Consider purpose and perspectives, pinpoint evidence, use explicit or
implicit criteria, make defensible judgments or assessments, and draw
conclusions. 
2. Questioning and investigating
Meaning the ability to:
Engage in inquiry when identifying and investigating questions, challenges,
key issues, or problematic situations in studies, lives, and communities and
in the media.
Develop and refine questions; create and carry out plans; gather, interpret,
and synthesize information and evidence; and reflect to draw reasoned
conclusions.
3. Designing and developing
Meaning the ability to:
Think critically to develop ideas. Their ideas may lead to the designing of
products or methods or the development of performances and
representations in response to problems, events, issues, and needs
Work with clear purpose and consider the potential uses or audiences of
their work.
4. Reflecting and assessing
Meaning the ability to:
Apply critical, metacognitive, and reflective thinking in given situations, and
relate this thinking to other experiences, using this process to identify ways
to improve or adapt their approach to learning
Reflect on and assess their experiences, thinking, learning processes, work,
and progress in relation to their purposes.
As a community worker, you need to assume that adults have the motivation
and will to improve their critical thinking skills. The job as a community
worker is to keep this motivation up and achieve the desired learning effect
of the teaching.

by writing
on post-its.
-Online:
powerpoint
presentatio
n by
sharing the
screen.
The
participants
can share
their
thoughts
on online
platforms
such as
Mentimeter
.



Understanding the other person means 1.  we accept it into our community
(social inclusion) 2. we care for its problems and want to help (participation).

30 mins (10
and 20)

Critical
Thinking in a
practical
context:
empathy,
problem-solvin
g, logical
approach

Practical activity
1. “Everyday Problems”

Share a problem you face in your community. Decide on which problem to
solve. How would you use the 4 critical thinking steps to assess the
situation?. Brainstorming (do not solve the problem yet)

2. “Six Hats”
Split into mix groups. Each group must choose one hat (white, yellow, black,
red, green or blue).

• Blue hat: process control plan, make sure that the guidelines of the
six thinking hat process is applied.

• White hat : facts and the information available
• Yellow hat: optimistic attitude, focusing on the advantages
• Black hat: think cautiously and defensively,  focusing on the

warnings, risks or cautions
• Red hat: emotions about the problem and gut reaction toward it
• Green hat: creative thinking

Now each group has to provide a solution to the problem, following only the
approach of their hat. Conclusion: all hats are necessary in order to come up
with a solution.

-Discussion
-Final
evaluation, it
can be prepared
via Google
Forms in the
participants’
national
language.

-Face-to-fa
ce: big
papers,
markers.
Extra idea:
colorful
hats (for
the Six
Hats
game).
-Online:
shared
Google
Document
where they
can create
fake news
articles
together.

15 mins Dissecting
and
understanding
fake news

Case study: fake news article.
Read this article (sent in the chat). Is it objective? (no). Why?
Mark the buzz words meant to generate (negative) emotion.
Is the author a person or a bot? (person) -> main differences between the 2
(bot: automatic translation). Can you find information about the author?
(source difficult to track down, no name written, no date etc).
Cross-check the information.



Conclusion: fact-checking is very important, because certain views can
shape our own opinions and thereby our behaviour inside a community. This
should not only be implemented in cases of fake news, but information in
general. Most of the time in one article we can find both true and false facts,
or even true facts presented differently., resulting in a false conclusion.

5 mins Being able to
exchange
ideas and
provide
constructive
criticism

Debriefing/assessment
What was the important part of these activities? Can you use something in
your work and everyday life?

-Discussion
-Written
evaluation
(online or
printed out
questionnaire)

-Online or
printed out
questionnai
re

10 mins Being able to
exchange
ideas and
provide
constructive
criticism

Feedback/evaluation: interactive, everyone is encouraged to participate.
What would you change?
What did you not like?
What did you like?

-Discussion
-Written
evaluation
(online or
printed out
questionnaire)

-Online or
printed out
questionnai
re
-Post-its in
red, yellow
and green
(red for
weak
points,
green for
positive
points,
yellow for
fun points
of the
training)


